[Surgical treatment of the patients with fibromuscular dysplasia of internal carotid arteries].
The results of surgical treatment of 78 patients with fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) of internal carotid artery (ICA) were described in the article. FMD ICA was combined with atherosclerosis of carotid artery at 68 (87,2%) patients and with pathological kinking of ICA at 64 (82%) patients. We provide information about frequency of systemic inflammation response syndrome at FMD ICA, and necessity of its treatment for improvement of surgical outcomes in these patients. The access to extracranial portion of ICA was shown which is necessary for an adequate estimation of changes artery at fibromuscular dysplasia. The role of spastic component in development of characteristic changes at FMD ICA was proved. We propose the specific approach for choosing the method of reconstruction of ICA and definition of the indications to prosthetision at FMD.